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Homology cycles in manifolds with locally standard
torus actions
Anton Ayzenberg
Abstract. Let X be a 2n-manifold with a locally standard action of a compact
torus T n. If the free part of action is trivial and proper faces of the orbit space
Q are acyclic, then there are three types of homology classes in X : (1) classes of
face submanifolds; (2) k-dimensional classes of Q swept by actions of subtori of
dimensions ă k; (3) relative k-classes of Q modulo BQ swept by actions of subtori
of dimensions ě k. The submodule of H˚pXq spanned by face classes is an ideal in
H˚pXq with respect to the intersection product. It is isomorphic to pZrSQs{Θq{W ,
where ZrSQs is the face ring of the Buchsbaum simplicial poset SQ dual to Q; Θ is
the linear system of parameters determined by the characteristic function; and W
is a certain submodule, lying in the socle of ZrSQs{Θ. Intersections of homology
classes different from face submanifolds are described in terms of intersections on
Q and T n.
1. Introduction
An action of a compact torus T n on a smooth compact manifold M of dimension
2n is called locally standard if it is locally isomorphic to the standard action of
T n on Cn. The orbit space Q “ M{T n has a natural structure of a manifold with
corners in which open k-dimensional faces of Q correspond to k-dimensional orbits
of an action. Every manifold with locally standard torus action is equivariantly
homeomorphic to the quotient model X “ Y {„, where Y is a principal T n-bundle
over Q and „ is an equivalence relation determined by the characteristic function
on Q [17].
This paper is the third in a series of works, where we study topology of X under
the assumption that proper faces of the orbit space are acyclic and Y is a trivial
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bundle. Previous works [1, 2] were devoted to the homological spectral sequence
associated with the filtration ofX by orbit types. In this paper we give a geometrical
description of homology cycles on X.
In the case when all faces of Q including Q itself are acyclic, the topology of
the corresponding manifold X is known (see [9]). In this case the equivariant co-
homology ring is isomorphic to the face ring of the simplicial poset SQ dual to Q:
H˚T pX ;Zq – ZrSQs. As a ring, it is generated by equivariant cycles, dual to face sub-
manifolds of X (these generators correspond to the standard generators of the face
ring). The spectral sequence of the Borel fibration ET nˆT X Ñ BT
n collapses at a
second page. A fiber-inclusion map ι : X ãÑ ET nˆT X induces a surjective ring ho-
momorphism ι˚ : H˚T pX ;Zq Ñ H
˚pX ;Zq, whose kernel is the image of Hą0pBT n;Zq
under π˚. Thus, H˚pX ;Zq – ZrSQs{pθ1, . . . , θnq, where θi are the images of gen-
erators vi of the ring H
˚pBT n;Zq – Zrv1, . . . , vns. The sequence pθ1, . . . , θnq is a
linear system of parameters in ZrSQs. Since SQ is Cohen–Macaulay, this is a regular
sequence and dimH2kpXq “ hkpSQq.
In the case when only proper faces of Q are acyclic, this approach is inapplicable.
The spectral sequence of the Borel fibration does not collapse at a second page. We
still have the ring homomorphismH˚T pXq{pπ
˚Hą0pBT nqq Ñ H˚pXq, but it is neither
injective nor surjective.
Nevertheless, there is an apparent connection between topology of spaces with
torus actions and the theory of face rings. In [3] we proved that there exists an
isomorphism of rings (and H˚pBT nq-modules):
(1.1) H˚T pX ;Zq – ZrSQs ‘H
˚pQ;Zq
(the units of the rings in the direct sum are identified).
When proper faces of Q are acyclic, the dual simplicial poset SQ is Buchsbaum
[1, Cor.6.3]. There is a standard tool in combinatorics and commutative algebra
devised to study Buchsbaum simplicial complexes, namely, the h1-vector. By def-
inition, the h1-numbers of a Buchsbaum simplicial poset S are the dimensions of
homogeneous components of the quotient algebra krSs{pθ1, . . . , θnq, where θ1, . . . , θn
is any linear system of parameters. These numbers do not depend on a linear sys-
tem of parameters, and can be expressed in terms of the ordinary h-numbers and
Betti numbers of S (see [14, 11] or Definition 2.8 below). In [2, Th.3] we proved
that dimpEXq
2
q,q “ h
1
n´qpSQq, where pEXq
˚
˚,˚ is the homological spectral sequence
associated with the orbit type filtration of X.
In this paper we describe the geometrical structure of homology cycles on X.
Theorem 1. Homology classes of X have three different types:
(1) the classes of face submanifolds (we call them face classes);
(2) the classes, represented by k-cycles of Q, swept by an action of a subtorus
of dimension ă k (these classes will be called spine classes);
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(3) the classes, represented by relative k-cycles of Q modulo BQ with k ă n,
swept by an action of a subtorus of dimension ě k (these classes will be
called diaphragm classes).
Linear relations on face classes are of two types: the relations appearing in the
ring krSQs{pθ1, . . . , θnq, and additional relations lying in a socle of krSQs{pθ1, . . . , θnq.
Intersections of face classes are encoded by the multiplication in the face ring
of SQ. Proper face classes span the ideal of H˚pXq with respect to the intersection
product. Intersections of other classes are described by means of the intersection
products on Q and T n.
Precise statements are given in Propositions 2.9, 4.1, 5.6, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and
Theorem 2.
Face classes and the elements of HkpQ, BQq swept by the action of the whole
group T n are equivariant. This gives an independent geometrical evidence for the
formula (1.1).
The paper may be briefly outlined as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions
and outlines the previous results. In Section 3 we make technical preparations
for Section 4, which is devoted to linear relations on face classes. In Section 5
we realize non-face classes of X as embedded pseudomanifolds. These geometrical
constructions imply a partial description of intersection theory on X, which is done
in Section 6.
Two examples of computations are discussed in Section 7. A very particular 4-
dimensional example is worked out, and the reader is encouraged to refer to it while
reading other parts of the paper. The second example is more general: we apply
our technique to the class of orientable toric origami manifolds with acyclic proper
faces of the orbit space, and rediscover some results of [3]. A supplementary spacepX is introduced in the last section. This space can be considered as a T n-invariant
tubular neighborhood of the union of characteristic submanifolds in X. By using
intersection theory on pX, we prove that certain elements of krSQs{pθ1, . . . , θnq lie
in the socle of this module. This gives a geometrical interpretation of the result
obtained by Novik–Swartz [11].
2. Preliminaries and previous results
2.1. Manifolds with locally standard torus actions. An action of T n on
a (compact connected smooth) manifold M2n is called locally standard, if M has an
atlas of T n-invariant charts, each equivalent to an open T n-invariant subset of the
standard action of T n on Cn. The reader is referred to [6] or [17] for the precise
definition. The orbit space of a locally standard action is a compact connected n-
dimensional manifold with corners with the property that every codimension k face
of Q lies in exactly k facets of Q (such manifolds with corners were called nice in
[9], or manifolds with faces elsewhere).
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Definition 2.1. A finite partially ordered set (poset) S is called simplicial if
(1) there is a minimal element 0ˆ P S; (2) for each element J P S the lower order
ideal tI P S | I ď Ju is isomorphic to the poset of faces of a k-simplex for some
number k, called the dimension of I.
The elements of S are called simplices. Simplices of dimension 0 are called
vertices. The number |I| “ dim I ` 1 is equal to the number of vertices of I and is
called the rank of I. The set of vertices of a simplicial poset or a simplex is denoted
by Vertp¨q.
Every manifold with corners Q determines a dual poset SQ whose elements are
the faces of Q ordered by the reversed inclusions. When Q is a nice connected
manifold with corners, SQ is a simplicial poset. We denote abstract elements of
SQ by I, J , etc. and the corresponding faces of Q by FI , FJ , etc. There holds
dimFI “ n ´ |I|. The minimal element of SQ corresponds to the maximal face of
Q, i.e. Q itself. Vertices of SQ correspond to facets of Q. The set of facets of Q is
denoted by FacpQq.
Let Q be the orbit space of locally standard action, and let x P F ˝ be a point in
the interior of a facet F P FacpQq. Then the stabilizer of x, denoted by λpF q, is a
1-dimensional toric subgroup in T n. If FI is a codimension k face of Q, contained in
facets F1, . . . , Fk P FacpQq, then the stabilizer of x P F
˝
I is the k-dimensional torus
TI “ λpF1q ˆ . . . ˆ λpFkq Ă T
n, where the product is free inside T n. This puts a
specific restriction on subgroups λpF q. In general, a map
(2.1) λ : FacpQq Ñ t1-dimensional toric subgroups of T nu
is called a characteristic function, if, whenever facets F1, . . . , Fk have nonempty
intersection, the map
λpF1q ˆ . . .ˆ λpFkq Ñ T
n,
induced by inclusions λpFiq ãÑ T
n, is injective and splits. This condition is called
p˚q-condition. Let i P VertpSQq be the vertex of SQ, and Ti “ λpFiq be the value
of characteristic function. Let ωi P H1pT
n; kq – kn be the fundamental class of Ti.
This class is defined uniquely up to sign.
Let µ : M Ñ Q be the projection to the orbit space. The free part of the action
has the form µ|Q˝ : µ
´1pQ˝q Ñ Q˝, where Q˝ “ QzBQ is the interior of the manifold
with corners. It is a principal torus bundle over Q˝ which can be uniquely extended
over Q; it determines a principal T n-bundle ρ : Y Ñ Q. Therefore any manifold
with locally standard action defines three objects: a nice manifold with corners Q, a
principal torus bundle ρ : Y Ñ Q, and a characteristic function λ. One can recover
the manifoldM , up to equivariant homeomorphism, from these data by the following
standard construction.
Construction 2.2 (Quotient construction). Let ρ : Y Ñ Q be a principal T n-
bundle over a nice manifold with corners, and λ be a characteristic function on
FacpQq. Consider the space X
def
“ Y { „, where y1 „ y2 if and only if ρpy1q “ ρpy2q P
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F ˝I for some face FI of Q, and y1, y2 lie in the same TI-orbit of the T
n-action on Y .
Let f : Y Ñ X be the quotient map.
Every manifold M with locally standard torus action is equivariantly homeo-
morphic to its model X ([17, Cor.2]). In the rest of the paper we use the model X
instead of M .
Remark 2.3. In the paper we work with a smooth manifold with corners Q
and smooth manifolds X –M , but this is done basically to simplify the exposition.
The quotient model X “ pQ ˆ T nq{„ can obviously be defined for a larger class of
spaces. If Q is a homology manifold with a simple stratification of the boundary, in
which faces are homology manifolds with boundaries, then X is a closed homology
manifold. All results of the paper are valid in this setting as can be seen from the
proofs.
2.2. Filtrations. There are natural topological filtrations on Q, Y and X.
Namely, Qk Ď Q is the union of k-dimensional faces of Q, Yk “ ρ
´1pQkq Ď Y ,
and Xk “ fpYkq Ă X is the union of toric orbits of dimension at most k. The maps
µ : X Ñ Q, ρ : Y Ñ Q and f : Y Ñ X respect these filtrations. The homological
spectral sequences produced by these filtrations are denoted pEQq
˚
˚,˚, pEY q
˚
˚,˚, and
pEXq
˚
˚,˚. The map f induces the morphism of spectral sequences f
r
˚ : pEY q
r Ñ pEXq
r.
The subsets ρ´1pFIq Ă Y and µ
´1pFIq Ă X which cover the face FI Ă Q are
denoted YI and XI respectively. Note that the subset XI is a closed submanifold
of X of codimension 2|I|. It is called a face submanifold. Face submanifolds of
codimension 2 are called characteristic submanifolds. They correspond to facets of
Q.
The first page of pEQq
˚
˚,˚ has the form
pEQq
1
p,q “ Hp`qpQp, Qp´1q –
à
IPSQ,dimFI“p
Hp`qpFI , BFIq.
and the first differential pdQq
1 is the sum of the maps
(2.2) mqI,J : Hq`dimFI pFI , BFIq Ñ Hq`dimFI´1pBFIq Ñ
Ñ Hq`dimFI´1pBFI , BFIzF
˝
J q – Hq`dimFJ pFJ , BFJq,
defined for every face FI and FJ P FacpFIq. Here the first map is the connecting ho-
momorphism in the homology exact sequence of pFI , BFIq, and the last isomorphism
is due to excision.
2.3. Almost acyclic case. Let k be a ground ring. When coefficients in the
notation of (co)homology are omitted, they are supposed to be in k. From now
on we impose two restrictions on X mentioned in the introduction. First, Q is an
orientable manifold and all its proper faces are acyclic (over k). Second, the principal
torus bundle Y Ñ Q is trivial. Thus X “ pQ ˆ T nq{„. The following propositions
were proved in [1], [2].
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Proposition 2.4. The poset SQ is a Buchsbaum simplicial poset (over k).
Proposition 2.5. There exists a homological spectral sequence p 9EQq
r
p,q ñ Hp`qpQq,
p 9dQq
r : p 9EQq
r
p,q Ñ p 9EQq
r
p´r,q`r´1 with the properties:
(1) p 9EQq
1 “ HppEQq
1, d´Qq, where the differential d
´
Q : pEQq
1
p,q Ñ pEQq
1
p´1,q co-
incides with pdQq
1 for p ă n, and vanishes otherwise.
(2) The module p 9EQq
r
˚,˚ coincides with pEQq
r
˚,˚ for r ě 2 .
(3)
p 9EQq
1
p,q “
$’&’%
HppBQq, if q “ 0, p ă n;
Hq`npQ, BQq, if p “ n, q ď 0;
0, otherwise.
(4) Nontrivial differentials for r ě 1 have pairwise different domains and tar-
gets. They have the form p 9dQq
r : p 9EQq
r
n,1´r Ñ p 9EQq
r
n´r,0 and coincide with
the connecting homomorphisms δn`1´r : Hn`1´rpQ, BQq Ñ Hn´rpBQq.
Let Λ˚ denote the homology module of a torus: Λ˚ “
À
s Λs, Λs “ HspT
nq.
Proposition 2.6. There exists a homological spectral sequence p 9EY q
r
p,q ñ Hp`qpY q
such that
(1) p 9EY q
1 “ HppEY q
1, d´Y q, where the differential d
´
Y : pEY q
1
p,q Ñ pEY q
1
p´1,q co-
incides with pdQq
1 for p ă n, and vanishes otherwise.
(2) p 9EY q
r “ pEY q
r for r ě 2.
(3) p 9EY q
r
p,q “
À
q1`q2“q
p 9EQq
r
p,q1
b Λq2 and p 9dY q
r “ p 9dQq
r b idΛ for r ě 1.
Proposition 2.7. There exists a homological spectral sequence p 9EXq
r
p,q ñ Hp`qpXq
and the morphism of spectral sequences 9f r˚ : p 9EY q
r
˚,˚ Ñ p 9EXq
r
˚,˚ such that:
(1) p 9EXq
1 “ HppEXq
1, d´Xq where the differential d
´
X : pEXq
1
p,q Ñ pEXq
1
p´1,q coin-
cides with pdXq
1 for p ă n, and vanishes otherwise. The map 9f 1˚ is induced
by f 1˚ : pEY q
1 Ñ pEXq
1.
(2) p 9EXq
r “ pEXq
r for r ě 2.
(3) pEXq
1
p,q “ p 9EXq
1
p,q “ 0 for p ă q.
(4) 9f 1˚ : p 9EY q
1
p,q Ñ p 9EXq
1
p,q is an isomorphism for p ą q and injective for p “ q.
(5) As a consequence of previous items, for r ě 1, the differentials p 9dXq
r are ei-
ther isomorphic to p 9dY q
r (when they hit the cells with p ą q), or isomorphic
to the composition of p 9dY q
r with 9f r˚ (when they hit the cells with p “ q), or
zero (otherwise).
(6) The ranks of diagonal terms at a second page are the h1-numbers of the poset
SQ dual to the orbit space: dimp 9EXq
2
q,q “ dimpEXq
2
q,q “ h
1
n´qpSQq.
Recall the definition of h1-numbers.
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Definition 2.8. Let S be a pure simplicial poset, dimS “ n ´ 1. Let fk be the
the number of k-dimensional simplices in S. The array pf´1 “ 0, f0, . . . , fn´1q is
called the f -vector of S. Define h-numbers by the relation:
h0s
n ` h1s
n´1 ` . . .` hn “ f´1ps´ 1q
n ` f0ps´ 1q
n´1 ` . . .` fn´1.
Let rβkpSq “ dim rHkpSq. Define h1-numbers by the relation
h1k “ hk `
ˆ
n
k
˙˜k´1ÿ
j“1
p´1qk´j´1rβj´1pSq
¸
for 0 ď k ď n.
Propositions 2.5–2.7 yield the description of H˚pXq. Let Hk,lpY q denote the
k-module HkpQq b Λl. By Ku¨nneth’s formula, HjpY q –
À
k`l“j Hk,lpY q.
Proposition 2.9. Over a field, there exists a decompositionHjpXq –
À
k`l“j Hk,lpXq
and the k-module homomorphisms f˚ : Hk,lpY q Ñ Hk,lpXq with the following prop-
erties:
(1) If k ą l, then f˚ : Hk,lpY q Ñ Hk,lpXq is an isomorphism. In particular,
Hk,lpXq – HkpQq b Λl.
(2) If k ă l, there exists an isomorphism Hk,lpXq – HkpQ, BQq b Λl.
(3) If k ă n, the module Hk,kpXq fits in the exact sequence
0Ñ p 9EXq
8
k,k Ñ Hk,kpXq Ñ HkpQ, BQq b Λk Ñ 0.
(4) Hn,npXq – k.
There holds bigraded Poincare duality: Hk,lpXq – Hn´k,n´lpXq.
3. Preliminary computations
3.1. Orientations. We use the notation I
k
ă J whenever the simplices I, J P S
satisfy I ă J and |J | ´ |I| “ k. For each pair I
2
ă J , there are exactly two
simplices J 1 ‰ J2 between them: I
1
ă J 1, J2
1
ă J . For every simplicial poset, there
exists a “sign convention” which means that we can associate an incidence number
rJ :Is “ ˘1 to any pair I
1
ă J P S in such way that the relation rJ :J 1s ¨ rJ 1 :Is `
rJ :J2s ¨ rJ2 :Is “ 0 holds for any I
2
ă J .
The choice of a sign convention is equivalent to the choice of orientations of all
nonempty simplices. By the orientation of a simplex I in an abstract simplicial poset
we mean the rule which tells whether a given total ordering of the vertices of I is
positive or negative, so that even permutations of the order preserve the sign and
odd permutations change it. If I
1
ă J , then there is exactly one vertex i of J which
is not in I. Given the orientations of simplices I and J , and given some positive
ordering i1 ă . . . ă is of the vertices of I, we set rJ :Is to be `1 if i ă i1 ă . . . ă is
is a positive ordering on VertpJq, and ´1 if it is negative. The construction works
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in the opposite direction in an obvious way: incidence signs determine orientations
of all simplices by induction.
Fix arbitrary orientations of the orbit space Q and the torus T n. Together they
define an orientation of Y “ QˆT n and X “ Y {„. Also choose an omniorientation,
which means the orientations of all characteristic submanifolds Xtiu. A choice of
an omniorientation determines the characteristic values ωi P H1pT
n;Zq without
ambiguity of sign. To perform explicit calculations with the spectral sequences
p 9EXq
˚ and p 9EY q
˚ we also need to orient all faces of Q.
Construction 3.1. The orientation of a simplex I P SQ determines the orien-
tation of a face FI Ă Q by the following convention.
Let i1, . . . , in´q be the vertices of I, listed in a positive order. The face FI lies
in the intersection of facets Fi1 , . . . , Fin´q . The normal bundles νi to facets Fi have
natural orientations, in which inward normal directions are positive. Orient FI in
such way that TxFI ‘ νi1 ‘ . . .‘ νin´q – TxQ is positive in the orientation of Q.
Thus there are distinguished elements rFIs P HdimFI pFI , BFIq. By checking the
signs one can prove that the maps
m0I,J : HdimFI pFI , BFIq Ñ HdimFJ pFJ , BFJq
(see (2.2)) send rFIs to rJ :Is ¨ rFJ s.
The choice of omniorientation and orientations of simplices determines the ori-
entation of each orbit T n{TI by the following convention.
Construction 3.2. Let i1, . . . , in´q be the vertices of I, listed in a positive
order. The module H1pT
n{TIq is naturally identified with Λ1{LI , where LI is a
submodule generated by ωi1, . . . , ωin´q P Λ1 “ H1pT
nq. The basis rγ1s, . . . , rγqs P
H1pT
n{TIq, rγls “ γl`LI is said to be positive if the basis pωi1, . . . , ωin´q , γ1, . . . , γqq
is positive in Λ1. This orientation of T
n{TI determines a distinguished fundamental
cycle ΩI P HqpT
n{TIq.
The omniorientation and the orientation of S together determine the class of
each face submanifold: rXIs “ rFIs bΩI . Note that both orientations rFIs and rΩIs
depend on the orientation of I by construction. Thus rXIs does not actually depend
on the sign convention on SQ and depends only on the omniorientation.
3.2. Arithmetics of torus quotients. Let us fix some coordinate represen-
tation of the torus T n “ T pt1uq ˆ . . . ˆ T ptnuq, where each T ptjuq is a 1-dimensional
torus with a chosen orientation. For a subset A “ tj1 ă . . . ă jqu Ď rns we denote
the coordinate subtorus T ptj1uq ˆ . . .ˆ T ptjquq Ď T n by T pAq.
The coordinate splitting gives a positive basis e1, . . . , en of the module Λ1 “
H1pT
nq, where ej is the fundamental class of T
ptjuq. For a vertex i P VertpSq let
pλi,1, . . . , λi,nq denote the coordinates of ωi P Λ1 in this basis.
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Lemma 3.3. Let I P SQ, I ‰ 0ˆ be a simplex with the vertices ti1, . . . , in´qu listed
in a positive order. Let A “ tj1 ă . . . ă jqu Ă rns be a subset of indices, and let
eA “ ej1 ^ . . .^ ejq P HqpT
n;Zq be the fundamental class of T pAq. Consider the map
̺ : T n Ñ T n{TI . Then ̺˚peAq “ CI,AΩI P HqpT
n{TI ;Zq. The constant CI,A is equal
to
sgnA det pλi,jqiPti1,...,in´qu
jPrnszA
,
where sgnA “ ˘1 depends only on A Ă rns. When q “ 0, the constant CI,A is equal
to ˘1 depending on the positivity of the basis ωi1, . . . , ωin and coincides with the sign
of the fixed point of the action.
Proof. When q “ 0 the statement is simple. Let q ‰ 0. Choose vectors
γ1, . . . , γq so that pblq “ pωi1, . . . , ωin´q , γ1, . . . , γqq is a positive basis of the lattice
H1pT
n,Zq. Thus bl “ Uel with the matrix U of the form
U “
¨˚
˚˝˚λi1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ λin´q ,1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚λi1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ λin´q ,2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
λi1,n ¨ ¨ ¨ λin´q,n ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
‹˛‹‹‚
We have detU “ 1 since both bases are positive. Consider the inverse matrix
V “ U´1. Thus
eA “ ej1 ^ . . .^ ejq “
ÿ
M“tα1ă...ăαquĂrns
det pVj,αqjPA
αPM
bα1 ^ . . .^ bαq .
After taking the quotient Λ{xωi1 , . . . , ωin´qy all summands withM ‰ tn´q`1, . . . , nu
vanish. When M “ tn´ q ` 1, . . . , nu, the element bn´q´1 ^ . . .^ bn “ γ1^ . . .^ γq
goes to ΩI . Thus
CI,A “ det pVj,αqjPA
αPtn´q`1,...,nu
.
Now apply Jacobi’s identity (see e.g. [4, Sect.4]):
det pVj,αqjPA
αPtn´q`1,...,nu
“
p´1qsgn
detU
det pUr,sqrPt1,...,n´qu
sPrnszA
where sgn “
řn´q
r“1 r `
ř
sPrnszA s. Since first n ´ q columns of U are exactly the
vectors λi,j, this observation completes the proof . 
3.3. Face ring and linear system of parameters. Recall the definition of
a face ring of a simplicial poset S (see [15] or [5]). For I1, I2 P S let I1 _ I2 denote
the set of least upper bounds, and I1 X I2 P S be the intersection of simplices (the
intersection is well-defined and unique in the case when I1 _ I2 ‰ H).
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Definition 3.4. The face ring krSs is the quotient ring of krvI | I P Ss, deg vI “
2|I| by the relations
vI1 ¨ vI2 “ vI1XI2 ¨
ÿ
JPI1_I2
vJ , vH “ 1.
The sum over an empty set is assumed to be 0.
Let rms “ t1, . . . , mu be the set of vertices of S and let krms “ krv1, . . . , vms be
the graded polynomial ring with deg vi “ 2. The ring homomorphism krms Ñ krSs
sending vi to vi defines a structure of krms-module on krSs.
A characteristic function on Q determines the set of linear forms tθ1, . . . , θnu Ă
krSQs, where θj “
ř
iPVertpSQq
λi,jvi. If J P S is a maximal simplex, |J | “ n, then
(3.1) the matrix pλi,jqiďJ
jPrns
is invertible over k
by the p˚q-condition. This condition is equivalent to the statement that the se-
quence tθ1, . . . , θnu is a linear system of parameters in krSs (see e.g.[6, Lm.3.5.8]).
It generates an ideal pθ1, . . . , θnq Ă krSs denoted by Θ.
A face ring krSs is an algebra with straightening law (see, e.g. [6, §.3.5]). As a
k-module, it has an additive basis
tPσ “ vI1 ¨ vI2 ¨ . . . ¨ vIt | σ “ pI1 ď I2 ď . . . ď It P Squ.
Lemma 3.5. The elements rvIs “ vI `Θ span the k-module krSs{Θ.
Proof. Take any element Pσ with |σ| ě 2. Using relations in the face ring, we
can express Pσ “ vI1 ¨ . . . ¨ vIt as vi ¨ vI1zi ¨ . . . ¨ vIt for a vertex i ď I1. Indeed, for
every J P i_ pI1ziq except I1, the product vJ ¨ vI2 vanishes.
The element vi can be expressed as
ř
i1ęIt
ai1vi1 modulo Θ according to (3.1)
(exclude all vi corresponding to the vertices of some maximal simplex J ě It). Thus
vivIt is expressed as a combination of vI 1t with I
1
t
1
ą It. Therefore, up to ideal Θ, the
element Pσ is expressed as a linear combination of elements Pσ1 which have either
smaller length t (in case |I1| “ 1) or smaller I1 (in case |I1| ą 1). By iterating this
descending process, we express the element Pσ`Θ P krSs{Θ as a linear combination
of rvIs. 
4. Linear relations on face classes
Let H˚T pXq be a T
n-equivariant cohomology ring of X. Any proper face of Q is
acyclic, therefore any face has a vertex. Hence, there is an injective homomorphism
krSQs ãÑ H
˚
T pXq,
which sends vI to the cohomology class, equivariant Poincare dual to rXIs (see [9,
Lm.6.4]). The inclusion of a fiber in the Borel construction, X Ñ XˆTET
n, induces
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the ring homomorphism H˚T pXq Ñ H
˚pXq. The subspace H˚pXq, Poincare dual to
the image of the homomorphism
(4.1) g : krSQs ãÑ H
˚
T pXq Ñ H
˚pXq
is generated by the elements rXIs, thus coincides with the submodule
À
qp
9EXq
8
q,q Ă
H˚pXq. We call the classes rXIs the face classes (or face cycles) of X.
Note that the elements rXIs “ rFIs b ΩI can also be considered as the free
generators of the k-moduleà
q
pEXq
1
q,q “
à
q
à
|I|“n´q
HqpFI , BFIq bHqpT
n{TIq.
In the following let xrXIsy denote the free k-module generated by the elements rXIs,
I P SQ.
Proposition 4.1. Let CI,A be the constants defined in Lemma 3.3. The sub-
module of H˚pXq generated by the face classes rXIs has relations of the following
two types:
(1) For each J P S, |J | “ n ´ q ´ 1, and A Ă rns, |A| “ q there is a relation
RJ,A “ 0 where
RJ,A “
ÿ
I,I
1
ąJ
rI :JsCI,ArXIs.
(2) Let q ď n ´ 2 and let β P HqpBQq be a homology class lying in the im-
age of the connecting homomorphism δq`1 : Hq`1pQ, BQq Ñ HqpBQq. Letř
I,|I|“n´qBIrFIs be a cellular chain representing β (such representation
exists since every face of BQ is acyclic, thus may be considered as a homo-
logical cell). Then, for each A Ă rns, |A| “ q we have a relation R1β,A “ 0,
where
R1β,A “
ÿ
I,|I|“n´q
BICI,ArXIs.
Proof. The proof follows from the structure of homological spectral sequences
of X and Y . The module
À
qpEXq
1
q,q is freely generated by rXIs. Relations on rXIs
in H˚pXq appear as the images of the differentials hitting
À
qpEXq
1
q,q. The relation
of first type RJ,A is the image of the generator
rFJ s b rT
pAqs P Hq`1pFJ , BFJq bHqpT
n{TJq Ă pEXq
1
q`1,q
under the differential pdXq
1 : pEXq
1
q`1,q Ñ pEXq
1
q,q. Thus relations of the first type
span the image of the first differentials hitting pEXq
1
q,q.
Let us prove that images of higher differentials are generated by R1β,A. Higher
differentials pdQq
ě2 coincide with δ˚`1 : H˚`1pQ, BQq Ñ H˚pBQq by Proposition 2.5.
The differentials pdY q
ě2 coincide with δ˚`1b idΛ by Proposition 2.6. Thus the image
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of pdY q
ě2 in pEY q
2
q,q is generated by the elements β b rT
pAqs, which are, in turn, the
homology classes of the elements¨˝ ÿ
I,|I|“n´q
BIrFIs‚˛b rT pAqs P pEY q1q,q.
By Proposition 2.7, the differential pdXq
˚ which hits pEXq
˚
q,q, coincides with the
composition of pdY q
˚ and inclusion f 2˚ . The map f
1
˚ : pEY q
1
q,q Ñ pEXq
1
q,q is the sum
of the maps
idb̺ : HqpFI , BFIq bHqpT
nq Ñ HqpFI , BFIq bHqpT
n{TIq
over all simplices I of rank n ´ q. Thus
f 2˚pβ b rT
pAqsq “
»–f 1˚
¨˝¨˝ ÿ
I,|I|“n´q
BIrFIs‚˛b rT pAqs‚˛
fifl “ R1β,A
by Lemma 3.3. 
Remark 4.2. It follows from the spectral sequence that the element R1β,A PÀ
qpEXq
2
q,q does not depend on a cellular chain, representing β. Proposition 2.7 also
implies that relations tR1β,Au are linearly independent in pEXq
2
q,q when β runs over
some basis of Im δq`1 and A runs over all subsets of rns of cardinality q.
Next we want to check that relations of the first type are exactly the relations
in the quotient ring krSQs{Θ.
Proposition 4.3. Let ϕ : xrXIsy Ñ krSQs be the degree reversing linear map,
which sends the generator rXIs to vI . Then ϕ descends to the isomorphism of k-
modules
ϕ˜ : xrXIsy{xRJ,Ay Ñ krSQs{Θ.
Proof. (1) First we prove that ϕ˜ is well defined by showing that the element
ϕpRJ,Aq “
ÿ
I,I
1
ąJ
rI :JsCI,AvI P krSQs
lies in Θ. Let s “ |J | and, consequently, |I| “ s ` 1, |A| “ n ´ s ´ 1. Let
rnszA “ tα1 ă . . . ă αs`1u and let tj1, . . . , jsu be the vertices of J listed in a
positive order. Consider the sˆ ps` 1q matrix:
D “
¨˚
˝λj1,α1 . . . λj1,αs`1... . . . ...
λjs,α1 . . . λjs,αs`1
‹˛‚
Denote by Dl the square submatrix obtained from D by deleting l-th column and
let al “ p´1q
l`1 detDl. We claim that
ϕpRJ,Aq “ ˘vJ ¨ pa1θα1 ` . . .` as`1θαs`1q.
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Indeed, after expanding each θl as
ř
iPVertpSq λi,lvi, all elements of the form vJvi with
i ă J cancel (the coefficients at these terms are determinants of matrices with two
coinciding rows). Other terms giveÿ
I,I
1
ąJ,i“IzJ
pa1λi,α1 ` . . .` as`1λi,αs`1qvI .
The coefficient at vI is equal to the determinant of the matrix
(4.2)
¨˚
˚˝˚ λi,α1 . . . λi,αs`1λj1,α1 . . . λj1,αs`1
...
. . .
...
λjs,α1 . . . λjs,αs`1
‹˛‹‹‚
by the cofactor expansion along the first row. This determinant is equal to sgnA rI :JsCI,A
by the definition of CI,A. Indeed, the number CI,A was defined as the determinant
for some positive ordering of vertices of I. The ordering i ă j1 ă . . . ă js (used
to order the rows of matrix (4.2)) is either positive or negative depending on the
incidence sign rI :Js.
(2) ϕ˜ is surjective by Lemma 3.5.
(3) Ranks of both spaces are equal. Indeed, dimxrXIs | |I| “ n ´ qy{xRJ,Ay “
dimpEXq
2
q,q “ h
1
n´qpSQq by Proposition 2.7. By Proposition 2.4 the poset SQ is
Buchsbaum. Thus dimpkrSQs{Θqn´q “ h
1
n´qpSQq by Schenzel’s theorem (see [14],
[16, Ch.II,§8.2], or [11, Prop.6.3] for simplicial posets).
(4) If k is a field, then we are done. Since the statement holds over any field,
the case k “ Z automatically follows. 
The Poincare duality in X yields
Corollary 4.4. The map g : krSQs Ñ H
˚pXq factors through krSQs{Θ and the
kernel of the homomorphism g˜ : krSQs{Θ Ñ H
˚pXq is additively generated by the
elements
L1β,A “
ÿ
I,|I|“n´q
BICI,AvI ,
where q ď n ´ 2, β P Impδq`1 : Hq`1pQ, BQq Ñ HqpBQqq,
ř
I,|I|“n´qBIrFIs is a
cellular chain in BQ representing β, and A Ă rns, |A| “ q.
Remark 4.5. The ideal Θ Ă krSQs coincides with the image of the homomor-
phism Hą0pBT nq Ñ H˚T pXq. So the fact that Θ vanishes in H
˚pXq is not sur-
prising. An interesting thing is that Θ vanishes already in a second term of the
spectral sequence, while other relations in H˚pXq demonstrate the effects of higher
differentials.
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Note, that the elements R1β,A “
ř
I,|I|“n´qBICI,ArXIs P pEXq
2
q,q and L
1
β,A “ř
I,|I|“n´qBICI,AvI P krSQs{Θ can be defined for any homology class β P HqpBQq
(not only for the image of the connecting homomorphism δq`1).
Recall that the socle of a module M over the polynomial ring krms is the sub-
module
SocM
def
“ ty PM | krms` ¨ y “ 0u,
where krms` is the maximal graded ideal of krms.
Theorem 2. For every β P HqpBQq, q ď n´1 and A Ă rns, |A| “ q the element
L1β,A P krSQs{Θ lies in a socle of krSQs{Θ.
We postpone the proof to Section 8.
5. Non-face cycles of X
5.1. Spine and diaphragm cycles. In this section we give a geometrical de-
scription of homology classes of Q different from face classes.
Construction 5.1. Let η P HkpQq be a cycle of Q and let a P HlpT
nq, l ă
k be a cycle of T n represented by a subtorus T paq Ă T n. They determine the
homology class η b rT paqs P Hk,lpY q – HkpQq b HlpT
nq. Thus they determine the
class Spη,a P Hk`lpXq via the isomorphism f˚ : Hk,lpY q Ñ Hk,lpXq asserted by pt.(1)
of Proposition 2.9. The cycles of this form (which are the elements of Hk,lpXq for
k ą l) will be called spine cycles (or spine classes).
Suppose that η is represented by an embedded pseudomanifold N Ă Q. We may
assume that N lies in the interior of Q. Then the spine cycle Spη,a is represented by
an embedded pseudomanifold N ˆ T paq Ă Q˝ ˆ T n Ă X.
Construction 5.2. Suppose k ă n and let ζ P HkpQ, BQq be a relative homol-
ogy class. Assume for simplicity that ζ is represented by a submanifold (or, generally,
embedded pseudomanifold) L Ă Q of dimension k with boundary BL Ă BQ (which
may be empty). Every proper face of Q is acyclic, thus can be considered as a homo-
logical cell of BQ. Therefore without lost of generality we may assume BL Ă Qk´1.
We also assume that LzBL Ă QzBQ.
For each class a P HlpT
nq, represented by an l-dimensional subtorus T paq, con-
sider the subset ZL,a “ pLˆ T
paqq{„Ă X.
Proposition 5.3.
‚ If l ě k, the subset ZL,a is a pseudomanifold. Thus it represents a well-
defined element DfL,a P Hk`lpXq which will be called a diaphragm class (or
diaphragm cycle).
‚ If l ą k, the class DfL,a P Hk`lpXq depends only on the class ζ “ rLs P
HkpQ, BQq but not on the particular representative L.
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Proof. The set ppLzBLq ˆ T paqq{„“ pLzBLq ˆ T paq is a manifold of dimension
k` l. The exceptional locus pBLˆT paqq{„ has dimension at most k` l´ 2. Indeed,
we have BL Ă Qk´1, thus, under the projection map pBL ˆ T
paqq{„Ñ BL, every
point x P BL has a preimage of the form T paq{TI with |I| ě n ´ k ` 1. This set
has dimension at most l ´ 1 since l ` pn ´ k ` 1q ą n. Thus the total dimension of
exceptional locus is at most dim BL` pl ´ 1q “ k ` l ´ 2.
The second statement can be proved similarly. Let pL1, BL1q and pL2, BL2q be
two manifolds representing the same element ζ P HkpQ, BQq. There exists a pseu-
domanifold bordism between them, i.e. a pseudomanifold Ξ of dimension k`1 with
boundary and a map φ : Ξ Ñ Q such that L1, L2 are disjoint submanifolds of BΞ,
the restriction of φ to Lǫ is the inclusion of Lǫ ãÑ Q, and φpBΞzpL
˝
1\L
˝
2qq Ă BQ (this
follows from the geometrical definition of homology, see [13, App. A.2]). Again, we
may assume that φpBΞzpL˝1 \ L
˝
2qq Ă Qk. Similar to the first statement, we can
consider the space pΞˆ T paqq{„ of dimension k` l` 1. This space is a pseudoman-
ifold with boundary, and the boundary is exactly the difference ZL1,a ´ZL2,a. Thus
DfL1,a “ DfL2,a in H˚pXq. 
Thus for k ă l there is a well defined homology class Dfζ,a
def
“ DfL,a P Hk,lpXq
depending on ζ P HkpQ, BQq and a P HlpT
nq. These classes span the homology
modules Hk,lpXq for k ă l and correspond to pt.(2) of Proposition 2.9.
When k “ l ă n we call the classes DfL,a extremal diaphragm classes. In this case
the situation is a bit different: the classes DfL,a depend not only on the homology
class of L but on the representative L itself. Nevertheless, if L1 and L2 represent the
same class in HkpQ, BQq, then the classes DfL1,a,DfL2,a P Hk,kpXq coincide modulo
face classes, as proved below. Our goal is to derive exact formulas, thus we restrict to
the case, when a P HlpT
nq is represented by a coordinate subtorus T pAq for A Ă rns,
|A| “ l.
Construction 5.4. Let φǫ : pLǫ, BLǫq Ñ pQ, BQq, ǫ “ 1, 2, be two pseudoman-
ifolds representing the same element ζ P HkpQ, BQq, k ă n. As in the proof of
Proposition 5.3 consider a pseudomanifold bordism pΞ, BΞq between L1 and L2, and
the map φ : ΞÑ Q, which sends the boundary BL into the union of L1, L2 and Qk.
The skeletal stratification of Q induces a stratification on Ξ. The restriction of the
map φ sends Ξk´1 to Qk´1. Let δ be the connecting homomorphism
δ : Hk`1pΞ, BΞq Ñ HkpBΞ,Ξk´1q
in the long exact sequence of the triple pΞ, BΞ,Ξk´1q. Consider the sequence of
homomorphisms
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Hk`1pΞ, BΞq
δ
ÝÑ Hn´1pBΞ,Ξk´1q –
HkpL1, BL1q ‘HkpL2, BL2q ‘HkpBΞzpL
˝
1 Y L
˝
2q, BΞk´1q
id‘ id‘φ˚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
HkpL1, BL1q ‘HkpL2, BL2q ‘HkpQk, Qk´1q.
It sends the fundamental cycle rΞs P Hk`1pΞ, BΞq to the element
(5.1)
˜
rL1s,´rL2s,
ÿ
I,dimFI“k
DIrFIs
¸
of the group HkpL1, BL1q ‘HkpL2, BL2q ‘HkpQk, Qk´1q, for some numbers DI P k.
Proposition 5.5. Let L1, L2 be two manifolds representing the same class ζ P
HkpQ, BQq, k ă n. Consider any subset A Ă rns, |A| “ k and let a P HkpT
nq be
the fundamental class of the coordinate subtorus T pAq. Then there is a relation in
H2kpXq:
(5.2) DfL1,a´DfL2,a`
ÿ
I,dimFI“k
DICI,ArXIs “ 0.
The numbers DI are given by (5.1), and the numbers CI,A were defined in Lemma 3.3.
Proof. Consider the space pΞˆT pAqq{„1 and the map φˆι : pΞˆT pAqq{„1Ñ X “
pQˆT nq{„, where the relation „1 is induced from „ by the map φ, and ι : T pAq Ñ T n
is the inclusion map. The space pΞ ˆ T pAqq{„1 is a pseudomanifold with boundary,
and its boundary represents the element DfL1,A´DfL2,A`
ř
I,dimFI“k
DICI,ArXIs in
H2kpXq by Lemma 3.3. Thus this element vanishes in homology. 
Therefore, up to face classes, the middle homology group Hk,kpXq coincides with
HkpQ, BQq b HkpT
nq for k ă n. This was stated in equivalent form in pt.(3) of
Proposition 2.9.
5.2. Integral coefficients. Proposition 2.9 was stated only over a field. On
the other hand, the geometrical constructions of the previous subsection determine
the additive homomorphismsà
kąl
HkpQq bHlpT
nq Ñ H˚pXq,
à
kďl
HkpQ, BQq bHlpT
nq Ñ H˚pXq
over Z as well. Combining this with the inclusion of face cycles
xrXIsy{pRJ,A, R
1
β,Aq ãÑ H˚pXq
we get a map
(5.3)˜à
kąl
HkpQq bHlpT
lq
¸
‘
˜à
kďl
HkpQ, BQq
¸
‘
`
xrXIsy{pRJ,A, R
1
β,Aq
˘
Ñ H˚pXq
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which is well defined for any coefficients and is an isomorphism over a field. Now
it follows by induction from the universal coefficient theorem, that the map (5.3) is
an isomorphism over Z. This proves
Proposition 5.6. Proposition 2.9 holds over Z. Homology groups of X are
generated by face classes, spine classes, and diaphragm classes. The groups Hk,lpXq
for k ą l are generated by spine classes; the groups Hk,lpXq for k ă l are generated
by non-extremal diaphragm classes; the short exact sequence
0Ñ p 9EXq
8
k,k Ñ Hk,kpXq Ñ HkpQ, BQq b Λk Ñ 0.
identifies the quotient of Hk,kpXq by the face classes with the group of extremal
diaphragm classes. This short exact sequence splits, but the splitting is not canonical.
5.3. Auxiliary cycles and relations. In construction 5.1 we defined the cy-
cles Spη,a for each η P HkpQq and a P HlpT
nq under assumption that k ą l. But
the same construction can be applied for any k and l. If η is represented by a
pseudomanifold N in the interior of Q and a is represented by a subtorus, then the
product N ˆ T paq is a submanifold in Q˝ ˆ T n Ă X, thus represents an element
rN ˆ T paqs P Hk`lpXq.
Although for k ď l the element N ˆ T paq is not a spine cycle, we keep denoting
it Spη,a. For k ă l we have Spη,a “ Dfη1,a, where η
1 is the image of η in HkpQ, BQq.
6. Intersections in H˚pXq
Let X : HkpMq b HlpMq Ñ Hk`l´dimMpMq denote the intersection product on
a closed manifold M , i.e. an operation Poincare dual to the cup-product in co-
homology. From the geometrical structure of X (and also from Proposition 4.3)
follows
Proposition 6.1. If I1, I2 P SQ, then rXI1s X rXI2s “ rXI1XI2s X
ř
JPI1_I2
rXJs.
Intersections of spine and diaphragm classes can also be described geometrically.
There exists an intersection product, X : Hk1pQq bHk2pQ, BQq Ñ Hk1`k2´npQq dual
to the cohomology product Hn´k1pQ, BQq bHn´k2pQq Ñ H2n´k1´k2pQ, BQq. If the
classes η P Hk1pQq and ζ P Hk2pQ, BQq are represented by a smooth submanifold N
and a smooth submanifold with boundary pL, BLq respectively, and if N intersects
L transversely, then η X ζ is represented by a submanifold N X L. There is also an
intersection product in homology of torus X : Hl1pT
nq b Hl2pT
nq Ñ Hl1`l2´npT
nq.
From the geometrical construction of cycles in X we conclude that the intersection
product on H˚pXq has the following structure.
Proposition 6.2.
(1) The cycles Spη,a P Hk1,l1pXq, k1 ą l1 and DfL,b P Hk2,l2pXq, k2 ď l2 satisfy
Spη,aXDfL,b “ SpηXrLs,aXb .
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Since dimpη X rLsq “ k1 ` k2 ´ n and dimpaX bq “ l1 ` l2 ´ n, the element
SpηXrLs,aXb is either a spine class (if k1`k2 ą l1` l2), or a diaphragm class
determined in subsection 5.3 (if k1 ` k2 ď l1 ` l2).
(2) The cycles Spη1,a P Hk1,l1pXq, k1 ą l1 and Spη2,b P Hk2,l2pXq, k2 ą l2 satisfy
Spη1,aX Spη2,b “ Spη1Xη2,aXb .
The result is a spine cycle.
(3) Spine cycles do not meet face cycles: Spη,aXrXIs “ 0.
The proof follows directly from the constructions.
Proposition 6.3. The linear span of proper face classes rXIs is an ideal of
H˚pXq with respect to the intersection product.
Proof. Suppose I ‰ 0ˆ and let ı : XI ãÑ X be the inclusion of a face submanifold.
Let κ be a cohomology class Poincare dual to some diaphragm class Df in X. Then
rXIs X Df “ rXIs"κ “ ı˚pı
˚pκq" rXIsq. The class ı
˚pκq" rXIs P H˚pXIq is a
linear combination of face classes since there are no other classes in H˚pXIq. Thus
rXIs XDf is a linear combination of face classes in H˚pXq. 
Remark 6.4. The description of intersections of diaphragm cycles with them-
selves and with face cycles is difficult in general. Nevertheless, in practice one can use
the following trick (cf. the discussion of a similar problem in [3, Sect.8]). Suppose
the task is to compute DfL,aXrXIs. If LXFI “ H, then the intersection product is 0.
If not, find another submanifold with boundary L1 such that rL1s “ rLs P H˚pQ, BQq
and L1 X FI “ H. Then, by Proposition 5.5 we have DfL,a “ DfL1,a`Σ, where Σ is
a linear combination of face classes. Thus we have
DfL,aXrXIs “ DfL1,aXrXIs ` ΣX rXIs “ ΣX rXIs.
The last intersection can be computed by Proposition 6.1.
7. Examples
7.1. A very concrete example. This example is similar to the one studied in
[12, Th.3.1]. For Q take a square with triangular hole. Orientations of facets and
values of characteristic function are assigned to Q as shown on Fig.1, left.
Homology groups of the corresponding 4-dimensional manifold X “ pQˆ T 2q{„
are as follows.
(1) Face classes. These are the following: the fundamental class rXs P H4pXq;
the classes of characteristic submanifolds
rX1s, rX2s, . . . , rX7s P H1,1pXq Ă H2pXq,
which correspond to the sides of Q; and the classes of fixed points
rX12s, rX23s, rX34s, rX14s, rX56s, rX67s, rX57s P H0,0pXq “ H0pXq,
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F4
`
3
1
˘
F1
`
1
0
˘
F3
`
1
0
˘
F2
`
0
1
˘
F7
`
´3
´5
˘F5
`
2
3
˘
F6
`
1
2
˘
`
3
1
˘
N
L
L1
Ξ
Figure 1. Structure of Q and values of characteristic function
which correspond to vertices of Q. Relations on these classes are given by Proposi-
tion 4.1. The first-type relations in H2pXq are:
rX1s ` rX3s ` 3rX4s ` 2rX5s ` rX6s ´ 3rX7s “ 0
rX2s ` rX4s ` 3rX5s ` 2rX6s ´ 5rX7s “ 0
(the coefficients are respectively first and second coordinates of the values of char-
acteristic function). The first type relations on the classes rXijs are encoded by the
sides of of the orbit space. These relations are the following:
rX12s “ ´rX23s “ rX34s “ ´rX14s;
rX56s “ rX67s “ rX57s.
(the signs are due to the signs of fixed points). To find relations of the second type,
we need to pick a homology class in the image of δ1 : H1pQ, BQq Ñ H0pBQq. Take
for example the class, represented by the chain rF14s ´ rF57s. It gives a relation of
the second type
rX14s ´ rX57s “ 0.
Thus all fixed points up to sign represent the same generator rpts P H0pXq. Of
course, this follows easily from the connectivity of X, but here we wanted to em-
phasize the different nature of two types of relations.
(2) Spine cycles. Consider a submanifold N Ă Q representing the generator
η P H1pQq (Fig.1, right). Together with the class of a point rT
pHqs P H0pT
2q
it determines a spine class Spη,H P H1,0pXq “ H1pXq. Geometrically, Spη,H is
represented by a submanifold N Ă Q lifted by a zero-section map Q ãÑ X.
(3) Diaphragm cycles. Consider the submanifold L representing the generator
of H1pQ, BQq with the boundary lying in the 0-skeleton of Q (see Fig.1, right). For
each subset A “ t1u, t2u, t1, 2u we have a homology cycle in H1,|A|pXq represented
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by a pseudomanifold pLˆ T pAqq{„. Thus we have the generators
DfL,1 “ rpLˆ T
pt1uqq{„s, DfL,2 “ rpLˆ T
pt2uqq{„s
of H1,1pXq Ă H2pXq and the generator
DfL,t12u “ rpLˆ T
2q{„s
of H1,2pXq “ H3pXq. Let L
1 be another submanifold representing the same homol-
ogy class in H1pQ, BQq (see Figure 1). Consider a bordism Ξ between L and L
1
shown on the figure. We have
DfL,t12u “ DfL1,t12u
in H3pXq since pΞ ˆ T
2q{„ is a pseudomanifold bordism between pL ˆ T 2q{„ and
pL1 ˆ T 2q{„.
We have a relation δΞ “ ´rL1s ` rL2s ` rF4s ` rF6s ` rF7s. It generates the
relations
´DfL,1`DfL1,1`1rX4s ` 2rX6s ´ 5rX7s “ 0
´DfL,2`DfL1,2`3rX4s ` 1rX6s ´ 3rX7s “ 0
in H2pXq. These relations are the boundaries of pΞ ˆ T
pt1uqq{„ and pΞ ˆ T pt2uqq{„
respectively. The coefficients are the complimentary coordinates of characteristic
function: for the cycle encoded by the first coordinate subtorus, we take the second
coordinates of characteristic function, and vice versa. In this computation we used
the formula for the coefficients CI,A asserted by Lemma 3.3.
(4) Intersections of cycles can be seen from the picture. In particular, the
cycles SpN,H and DfL,t1,2u are transversal, and their intersection induces a nonde-
generate pairing between H1pXq and H3pXq.
L L1
L2
Figure 2. Different representatives of diaphragm classes
For a nontrivial example, let us compute the intersection of DfL,1 with DfL,2 to
demonstrate the idea sketched in Remark 6.4. Consider the auxiliary intervals L1
and L2 shown on Fig.2. Similar to the calculations above we have
DfL,1 “ DfL1,1`1rX4s ´ 5rX7s
DfL,2 “ DfL2,2´1rX1s ´ 2rX5s
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Thus DfL,1XDfL,2 “ pDfL1,1`rX4s ´ 5rX7sq X pDfL2,2´rX1s ´ 2rX5sq “ ´rX4s X
rX1s ` 10rX7s X rX5s “ ´rX14s ` 10rX57s “ 9rpts P H0pXq.
7.2. Toric origami manifolds. In this subsection we apply the general method
to a class of toric origami manifolds and derive some results proved in [3] in a dif-
ferent way.
Toric origami manifolds (see [7],[10]) appeared in differential geometry as gen-
eralizations of symplectic toric manifolds. The precise geometrical definition is in
most part irrelevant to our study. Essential are the following properties: orientable
toric origami manifold X is a manifold with locally standard torus action; its orbit
space Q “ X{T n is homotopy equivalent to a graph Γ, and inclusion of any face in
Q is homotopy equivalent to the inclusion of a subgraph in Γ.
As usual, there is a principal torus bundle Y Ñ Q such that X “ Y {„. Since Q
is homotopy equivalent to a graph, H2pQ,Znq “ 0, so the Euler class of Y vanishes.
Thus in origami case we have Y “ Qˆ T n.
Now we restrict to the case when all proper faces of Q are acyclic. Since they are
homotopy equivalent to graphs, it follows automatically that they are contractible.
Let b1 “ dimH1pQq “ dimH1pΓq. Poincare–Lefchetz duality implies:
HqpQ, BQq – H
n´qpQq –
$’&’%
Z, if q “ n;
Zb1 , if q “ n´ 1;
0, otherwise.
Let us describe the connecting homomorphisms δi : HipQ, BQq Ñ Hi´1pBQq. For
simplicity we discuss the case n ě 4; dimensions 2 and 3 can be done similarly. When
n ě 4, lacunas in the exact sequence of the pair pQ, BQq imply that δi : HipQ, BQq Ñ
Hi´1pBQq is an isomorphism for i “ n ´ 1, n, and trivial otherwise. We have
HipBQq –
$’&’%
k, if i “ 0, n´ 1;
kb1 , if i “ 1, n´ 2;
0, otherwise.
Proposition 2.7 implies that pEXq
2
p,q has the form shown schematically on Fig-
ure 3. The differential pdXq
2 hitting the marked position produces relations R1β,A
of the second type on the cycles rXIs P H
2n´4pXq. These relations are explicitly
described by Proposition 4.1, and the number of independent relations is
`
n
2
˘
b1. Du-
ally, this consideration shows that the map krSs{ΘÑ H˚pXq has nontrivial kernel
of dimension
`
n
2
˘
b1 in degree 4.
In addition, we have the following non-face cycles:
(1) There are b1 one-dimensional spine classes, which appear as the liftings of
cycles in Γ.
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h1n
`
n
0
˘
b1
h1n´1
0
0
0
0
. .
.
h13
`
n
0
˘
b1
`
n
1
˘
b1
...
`
n
n´3
˘
b1
h12
0
0
0
0
h11
`
n
0
˘
b1
`
n
1
˘
b1
...
`
n
n´3
˘
b1
`
n
n´2
˘
b1
`
n
n´1
˘
b1
`
n
n
˘
b1
1pEXq
2
˚,˚
0
0
Figure 3. Spectral sequence for homology of orientable origami man-
ifold with acyclic proper faces of the orbit space. Instead of entries
we write their ranks.
(2) There are b1 diaphragm classes of codimension 1 given by the generators of
Hn´1pQ, BQq – H
1pΓq swept by the action of a whole torus. These cycles
are equivariant. They are dual to cycles (1).
(3) There are nb1 extremal diaphragm classes of codimension 2. These are
given by the generators of Hn´1pQ, BQq swept around by actions of pn´ 1q-
dimensional subtori. A choice of these classes is not canonical.
8. Collar model
In this section we prove Theorem 2 using an auxiliary space pX.
Construction 8.1. Consider the space pQ “ BQ ˆ r0, 1s. It is an pn ´ 1q-
dimensional manifold with the boundary B pQ of the form B0 pQ \ B1 pQ, where Bǫ pQ “
BQ ˆ tǫu, ǫ “ 0, 1. We may identify B0 pQ with BQ and consider pQ as a filtered
topological space:
Q0 Ă Q1 Ă . . . Ă Qn´1 “ BQ “ B0 pQ Ă pQ.
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One may think about pQ as a collar of BQ inside Q.
Consider the space pY “ pQ ˆ T n and the identification space pX “ pY {„. The
relation „ identifies points over B0 pQ in the same way as it does for BQ Ă Q, while
there are no identifications over B1 pQ. The space pX is a manifold with boundary.
Its boundary consists of points over B1Q, hence is homeomorphic to BQ ˆ T
n. The
space pX can be considered as a T n-invariant tubular neighborhood of the union of
all characteristic submanifolds in X. There are natural topological filtrations on pY
and pX induced by the filtration on pQ.
In terminology of [2] the space pX is a Buchsbaum pseudo-cell complex, thus
Propositions 2.5, 2.6, and items (1)–(5) of Proposition 2.7 hold for pQ, pY , and pX.
The n-th column of all spectral sequences vanishes, since H˚p pQ, B0 pQq “ 0. Thus all
spectral sequences p 9E pQqr, p 9EpY qr, p 9E pXqr collapse at a first page and, consequently,
the spectral sequences pE pQqr, pEpY qr, pE pXqr collapse at a second page.
For each I P SQ, with dimFI “ q ă n there is a distinguished element rXIs P
H2qp pXq, pXq´1q “ pE pXq1q,q. It survives in a spectral sequence, and gives the funda-
mental class of the face submanifold XI Ă pX. Linear relations on classes rXIs in
H˚p pXq are described similarly to Section 4. When q “ n ´ 1 there are no rela-
tions on rXIs, since there are no differentials landing at the cell pE pXq1n´1,n´1. For
q ă n´1 the relations on rXIs are the images of pd pXq1 : pE pXq1q`1,q Ñ pE pXq1q,q. These
differentials coincide with pdXq
1 thus the relations on rXIs for |I| ą 1 are exactly
RJ,A defined in Proposition 4.1. Thus Proposition 4.3 implies
Lemma 8.2. Let V˚ be a submodule of H˚p pXq generated by face classes rXIs,
I ‰ 0ˆ. Then there is a degree reversing linear map
ϕ˜ : V2q Ñ pkrSQs{Θq2pn´qq.
sending rXIs to vI . It is an isomorphism for q ă n´ 1 and surjective for q “ n´ 1.
This map is a ring homomorphism with respect to the intersection product on pX.
Now we can give a geometrical proof of Theorem 2.
Proof. We need to prove that the element L1β,A lies in a socle of krSQs{Θ. Thus
we need to show that L1β,Avi “ 0 for every vertex i P VertpSQq, where β P HqpBQq,
|A| “ q, and q ď n ´ 2. According to Lemma 8.2, it is sufficient to show that
R1β,A X rFis “ 0 in H˚p
pXq.
Consider a geometrical cycle B Ă B0 pQ representing β. Now we allow B be any
representative, and do not require that it lies in the stratum Qq. Consider the cycle
BˆT pAq in B0 pQˆT n, and the corresponding cycle pBˆT pAqq{„ in pX. The latter cycle
represents the class R1β,A P H2qp
pXq by definition. The space pQ is homologous to B0 pQ
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so we can move the cycle B Ă pQ away from the boundary B0 pQ. Thus B X rFis “ H
and therefore R1β,A X rXis “ 0 in H˚p
pXq. 
Remark 8.3. The same argument proves that L1β,AvI “ 0 for any simplex I P
Sz0ˆ. This fact does not directly follow from Theorem 2, since the map krms Ñ
krSs{Θ may be not surjective in general.
Remark 8.4. The only reason why we considered the collar model pX instead of
X is that there are no additional relations in H˚p pXq compared with krSQs{Θ. The
space pX captures the properties of krSQs{Θ more precisely than X. On the other
hand, pX is a manifold with boundary so there is a geometrical intersection theory
on it. This makes it an object worth studying.
Remark 8.5. The classes R1β,A P pEXq
2
q,q are the images of the classes βˆrT
pAqs P
HqpBQqˆHqpT
nq under the homomorphism 9f 1˚ : p 9EpY q1q,q Ñ p 9E pXq1q,q. This homomor-
phism is injective by Proposition 2.7, thus the construction gives an inclusion
HqpBQq bHqpT
nq ãÑ SocpkrSQs{Θq2pn´qq
for each q ď n´2. When q “ n´1, the mapHn´1pBQqbHn´1pT
nq Ñ SocpkrSQs{Θq2
has the kernel of the form xrBQsy bHn´1pT
nq, where rBQs denotes the fundamental
class of BQ. Note that BQ may be disconnected, thus there could exist classes in
Hn´1pBQq different from rBQs. So far, there exists an injective map
pHn´1pBQq{xrBQsyq bHn´1pT
nq ãÑ SocpkrSQs{Θq2
These statements reprove the result of Novik–Swartz [11, Th.3.5] in case of homology
manifolds.
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